
GITHUB ADVANCED SECURITY
Ninety-nine percent of large enterprise applications leverage 
open source software.  Organizations are leveraging open 
source and adopting DevOps to speed up software delivery. 
However, security is often left behind. GitHub Advanced Security 
enables teams to build safer code faster and enables security 
professionals to integrate early and often into the software 
suppsupply chain through the world’s most advanced semantic code 
analysis engine. 
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Partner with Cognizant’s Microsoft Business Group to accelerate your DevSecOps adoption and 
ensure that your teams build on a solid foundation for delivering secure software. We work to 
empower developers to build with security in mind by automating scanning for every commit. 
We work with security professionals to automate vulnerability detection and understand data flow 
analysis for detected issues. 

Details:

Configure infrastructure 
for running code and 
dependency vulnerability 
scans for up to 5 repos

Create GitHub Actions 
to run code scans on 
code commits 

Ensure teams can 
respond quickly to 
security notifications 

Work with security 
professionals to configure 
scanning profiles

Objectives:
Configure infrastructure, 
notifications, and settings 
for code scanning 

Integrate dependency, security, 
and secret scanning into the 
software delivery process 

Introduce code scanning 
to security professionals 

4 Weeks / $50,000* 
*Dependent on team size, maturity, and scope.

Pricing:

Contact Us:
Email info@10thMagnitude.com 
to learn more or get started.

1 Synopsys OSSRA 2019 Report 

Cognizant's Microsoft Business Group is designed to reflect how clients think about their cloud transformation —
from a technology-first perspective. Our experts meet our clients where they are and guide them on their journey 
toward becoming a digital business and optimizing that business over time. 
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